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TMG’S TRUTH ANNOUNCES JOSIAH AMARTEY AS DIGITAL DIRECTOR 
 
LONDON: 5 MARCH 2018 - TRUTH, the first global blockchain-enabled media agency, today announces 
the appointment of Josiah Amartey as Digital Director. 
 
Amartey, who joins from planning and buying agency Rocket (part of OMG) has more than 15years of 
experience of working in the media and marketing sector. He has previously held senior positions at 
Virgin Media and OMD UK. 
 
TRUTH was launched on November 15th, 2017, to global acclaim and is set to revolutionise the media 
agency model. A new type of media agency, it utilises blockchain smart contract technology to provide 
100% transparency in the media supply chain. 
 
Mary Keane Dawson, CEO of TRUTH commented: 
“Josiah embodies the values we all share at Truth and brings with him a wealth of knowledge, talent, 
good-will, drive and enthusiasm.  We are delighted to have such a talented and visionary digital leader 
join the company.” 

On his appointment, Josiah Amartey said:  
“Truth is an agency that epitomises the reset moment that will drive our industry for the next decade 
and beyond. Our industry needs to get back to the basics of establishing & instilling trust in clever 
strategic thinking, insight-led ideas and transparent rigour. Truth’s values are firmly rooted in these 
beliefs, and I’m excited for the opportunity to be part of it.” 

 

ENDS 

 

About TRUTH 

Launched in 2017, TRUTH is a global media planning and buying service for advertisers. With offices in 
London, San Francisco, Singapore, Auckland and Sydney. TRUTH is a truly transparent agency that 
provides a single view across the value chain and a single clear fee for advertisers. 

The Marketing Group plc (“TMG”) in brief    

TMG is building a global full-service marketing network that respects the individual cultures of each 
agency that joins. By providing a supportive platform for growth, and an agile management approach, 
TMG aims to provide a fresh alternative to the big holding companies: Independent Spirit - Global 
scale. Each company within the group provides specialist marketing services brought together, within 
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complementary communities of practice, to form an international network that can address a global 
market. The central team supports its subsidiaries through a lean and nimble structure that can 
respond quickly to change and provide highly effective solutions for clients. The Marketing Group is 
listed on Nasdaq First North, Stockholm. www.tmg-plc.com. Mangold Fondkommission AB, +46 8-5030 
15 50, is the company’s Certified Adviser and liquidity provider. 
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